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s a Jewish educator in the 21st century, I am presented with 
the daunting challenges of the current Bnai Mitzvah process, 
and, like other educators, I look for new and invigorating ways 
to revolutionize learning. We’re all looking for that “wow-

factor” that will keep all our students engaged and make them want to 
return our synagogues.1 This paper does not describe the exact formula 
for that, and though I do not consider myself an expert, the initiative 
I will detail was a process that completely redirected the way I look at 
middle school students, and my plans to program for them in the future. 
This initiative was a complete make-over of the Bnai Mitzvah year at 
University Synagogue and a move to project-based learning. In this paper, 
I will shed light on the challenges we faced before we attempted such 
an initiative and the initial steps we took to bring it to our school and I 
also will offer two successful examples that came out of our program. I 
will conclude with caveats for any educator to consider before bringing a 
project-based learning initiative into their religious school curriculum.

The post-Bnai Mitzvah drop out rate is high, parental involvement is low, 
Hebrew instruction is marginal, and the “Do-It-Yourself” ceremony is on 
the rise (Aron 2010). Hours of instruction are nominal, religious school 
is considered a second-tier necessity, and Jewish education is thought 
to culminate with the Bar/Bar Mitzvah “performance” rather than 
“enculturation of a ‘way of life (Wetheimer 2007).’” If we accept this as 
truth for many congregations, we have a series of questions to constantly 
ask ourselves. How do we program for post-Bnai Mitzvah students? What 
should our expectations be? How do we budget for them? How do we get 
buy-in from them and from their parents? What is the incentive for them 
to remain in our schools?

I returned to my home synagogue, Temple Isaiah in Los Angeles, to 
teach seventh grade. I was apprehensive; I knew if the curriculum and 
teacher are not a perfect fit, students quickly check out. The year was 
poorly planned, and I was disorganized; my co-teachers and I struggled 
to reach our students. It was painful to watch them slip away all year 
and fight an inadequate curriculum.  When the time came to determine 
whether I wanted to return to teach the following year, I was not 
inclined to continue with those students. However, the then-Director 
of Congregational Learning (and my supervisor), Josh Mason-Barkin, 
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convinced me to take on a new project. This time, we did our homework.

“[Middle school students] tend to be highly curious and display a broad array of interests — though few are 
sustained. Typically, young adolescents are eager to learn about topics they find interesting and useful, favor 
active over passive learning experiences, and prefer interactions with peers during educational activities.”3

Given our poor attempt at reaching seventh graders the previous year, we realized our students needed to 
be engaged in relevant ways; they wanted to be challenged and they wanted to create. These students were 
smart and would have been ready to work if given the appropriate tools. Josh and I found that to do this was 
to put them in the driver’s seat and introduce them to project-based learning, and thus Emtza (Hebrew word 
for “middle”) was born.

Exploring Real-World Problems and Challenges

Project-based learning is a dynamic approach to teaching in which students explore real-world problems and 
challenges. With this type of active and engaged learning, students are inspired to obtain a deeper knowledge 
of the subjects they’re studying. They are evaluated on the basis of such projects, rather than “narrow rubrics 
defined by exams, essays and written reports.”4 Assessment then becomes more valuable to them, and they 
often can see how their academic work can connect to real-life issues. Students thrive with the amount of 
flexibility that comes with project-based learning, and there is opportunity for community involvement in that 
assessment process.

Instead placing our students in large classes, we divided them into small groups of 6-10 students at most, 
and these clusters were devoted to a project for the entire semester. Each teacher (or, more properly named, 
“facilitator”) would be responsible for guiding students through the project while allowing the students 
themselves to take ownership. We would bring in “experts” in the varying fields to teach them necessary skills 
for these projects and allow these students to experiment with different media. The criteria for the project 
were:

w The content of the projects had to be Jewish. Above all, these projects had to have some component relating 
to Judaism. They could fall under the category of Jewish history, culture, liturgy or contemporary issues, but 
needed to be fundamentally Jewish.

w Projects needed to give students the option to express some component of their identity. We needed to 
remember that “Jewishness” isn’t the defining identity for our students (Mason-Barkin 2013). These projects 
were intended to allow students to showcase other aspects of themselves: as members of the Temple Isaiah 
community, Angelinos, middle schoolers, athletes, dancers, artists, actors, gamers, readers or thinkers.

w Projects had to be relevant and authentic. In other words, this was not meant to be a project for project’s 
sake, or something that would be thrown away at the end of the year, but a project that would have longevity 
in our community.

w Students would learn a tangible non-Jewish skill set. This project-based initiative involved learning how to 
express Jewish content and identity with a new medium, whether it was painting, photography, videography, 
dance, music, etc. Students would engage in active hands-on learning throughout the year.
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For the first semester, Josh, Carla Kopf (then Temple Isaiah Religious School Assistant Director), and I developed 
the specific projects, and the following semester, the teachers in the program developed their own project 
ideas with input from the students. We gave students the option of selecting their project and ranking their 
choices. We made every effort to place students in one of their top two choices and moved students around if 
necessary. These projects were:

w A children’s book 
w An online exhibit of Temple Isaiah’s history 
wA short film 
w A Jewish mural 
w A Holocaust ibook 
w A photo essay about the art and architecture of Temple Isaiah to be an interactive part of the synagogue  
   website 
w A Jewish sculpture 
w A blog about interfaith relations 
w A yearbook for Emtza 
w A siddur

For many of the students, this program worked extremely well, and we watched them feel increasingly 
empowered during the time they worked on their project. I will describe in detail two examples that were 
particularly successful.

Our Interconnected Judaism: A Jewish Mural

The students who selected this project were the artistic ones, ready to paint, draw, and sculpt. The students 
first heard a personalized presentation about murals in Los Angeles (and Jewish murals in general) by Janna 
Fisher, a Jewish mural enthusiast. The following week, they took a trip to view two Jewish murals – one outside 
Canter’s Deli on Fairfax Avenue (depicting various stages of Los Angeles Jewish history)5 and one outside the 
National Council of Jewish Women’s office (emphasizing social action, community service and education). Once 
they had this foundation, their facilitator spent time discussing various Jewish art themes. They considered 
their options and together decided that they would each create their own individual sections and they would 
all come together as a cohesive unit in a universal dedication to Temple Isaiah’s beloved cantor who would 
be leaving the synagogue at the end of that year. They sketched individually, came together, and critiqued 
each other, then sketched some more. They decided together how to lay everything out, and then began 
individually sketching their ideas on their canvas. Once the drawing placements were set, they began to paint. 
The facilitator helped out where she was needed; one student became ill several weeks into the semester and 
was not able to finish her project, so the facilitator took over. The end result was a beautiful mural depicting 
Israel, music, prayer, friendship, and spirituality and how we connect as Jews to one another.

Mordechai, Haman, and The Wizard of Oz: A Purim rap video and parody

The students who chose this project were interested in sketch comedy, as well as video production. They began 
by meeting a series of sketch-comedians, playing drama games, and watching several short films on sketch 
comedy.  They then had a brainstorming session. With the holiday of Purim approaching, they wanted to do 
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something bridging these joyous holiday themes with comedy and video. The facilitators gave the students the 
chance to work on a basic script outline and lyrics and to practice during each class period. Over the course of 
several class sessions, students were able to work at an editing bay in pairs to help splice the film components 
together. Of course, given the nature of video editing, a large portion of the editing and splicing needed to be 
done when the students weren’t in class, but the facilitators were willing to put this extra time in to bridge the 
gaps of the students’ work. It was through this extra commitment that a hilarious video was created, one with 
tremendous energy, showcasing their work in lyrics, song, costumes, lighting, and set design.6 We showcased 
the piece at a siyyum (our celebratory end-of-the-year presentation), in which all the students were able to 
view the other projects, ask questions, and talk about their own projects. Parents were invited, as well as the 
“experts” who helped with the projects to begin with.

Questions to Consider

For educators considering this type of programming in the future, there are several questions to consider:

What is the timeline for implementation for this type of program? 
Our staff began to prepare mid-summer and made loose plans before bringing facilitators in. We would have 
done well to bring in the facilitators earlier so they could have a hand in planning out their project timelines 
before the year even began and would have already had connections to “experts” in the various fields.

What type of faculty should be recruited for this initiative? 
Project-based learning requires facilitators who are committed to seeing projects through and willing to 
spend significant time preparing out of the classroom. They must be able to think quickly on their feet and 
keep a watchful eye on their students, all the while giving them creative license and ownership. It is only 
with their buy-in that the students actually will be the driving force of the learning opportunity.7 In our case, 
the facilitators who had input on the nature of the projects tended to be more willing to put in extra time 
and effort. This type of program does not resemble a typical religious school class where a curricular guide is 
handed off to a teacher and followed all year.

How much does the program cost? 
We were extremely fortunate to have ample funds for this program in terms of equipment, supplies, field trips, 
printed materials, etc., and we did not have to do any additional fundraising or budgeting. However, this is not 
the reality in most congregations. Educators preparing their budgets would be advised to create a separate 
Emzta budget line so that they do have to worry about the rest of their classes using up the funds devoted to 
special equipment. Careful consideration should be paid to the projected cost of supplies; just because this is 
not a traditional class with textbooks does necessarily mean it will be inexpensive. For example, there often 
are additional costs associated with printed materials, as special printing generally must be outsourced to a 
commercial venue. Often, special equipment must also be purchased or rented, and this often goes beyond 
traditional classroom supplies.

Can project-based learning be implemented on a smaller scale?  
We did not consider integrating project-based learning on a smaller scale (as part of a larger, more traditional 
class curriculum rather than the primary focus), but this might be an effective way to try out an initiative such 
as this without committing as much time, funds, and resources. 
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Whether the project is long- or short term, there are certain guidelines that translate.

Project-based learning must be tangible, skills-driven, and relevant, but, above all, authentic. Projects are 
meant to enhance Jewish learning, not substitute for it. Students need to feel connected to the subject matter, 
and the project-based learning initiative should enrich that connection. These projects should allow students 
to leave a piece of themselves behind in their community, and their community should provide a place for 
them to thrive and dig deeper into the Jewish learning. The Bnai Mitzvah preparation period should be a time 
for growth and education, and project-based learning can be a positive force for that growth and education.
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